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580 SLAGGER TABLE TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
 Smoke Removal 

1. The plate should be placed within 10-12” from the edge of the duct side of the 
table, the gap between the edge of the table and the plate should be then covered 
with a piece of gage material, so that the table is covered between the location 
where the torch is cutting and duct . The remainder of the table can be open up to 
50% of the cut zone area. 

 
 If in the program you are cutting a lot of small holes (<3-4” dia) that drop to the 

floor, start your cutting furthest from the duct and end your cutting nearest the 
duct. 

 
 Position the ends of the plate as close to a zone divider as possible without 

spilling over into a new zone. If the end of the plate extends less than ½ way to 
the next zone divider, add gage cover plates to effectively extend the plate to the 
next zone divider.  

 
Note:  When cutting over table cross members it is normal to see a temporary 

puff of smoke. 
 
2. Exhaust door seals must be present and functional. These seals can be easily 

checked with a smoke pen.  Leakage could be the result of a warped door; missing 
door seals; or debris on the duct door seals causing an improper seal. This should 
be checked at each table zone. 

 
3. If table exhaust door cam is adjustable, verify that the cam is centered lengthwise 

about the cutting torch.  For example, if the cam is 58″ long, it is positioned such 
that it is 29 inches in front and 29 inches behind the cutting torch.  If there is a 
mix of plasma and oxyfuel torches present, the cam should be centered about the 
plasma torch. The result is that smoke collection begins at least 13″ before the 
torch enters and leaves the zone. Refer to Section 682 for more information 
regarding cam adjustments.  

 
4. Using a smoke pen, verify if any outside air is being pulled from outside of each 

table side into the table.  Do this by holding the smoke generator adjacent to both 
sides of the table at the floor and move from zone to zone and watch for smoke 
being pulled in.  This is only effective wherever a zone damper door has been 
opened by the machine cam. 
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5. Using a smoke pen, check to see if air is being drawn in horizontally at the 
outside slat ends if no slat retainers are present.  If removable slat trays are 
present, check for air drawn between the slat tray and the table side wall. 

 
6. Check the condition of the table slats and replace those that are excessively cut 

away or bridged over with slag, because this will affect the ability to pull a good 
vacuum in a specific table zone. If 25% or more of the area between slats are 
closed off, replace the slats 

 
7. Go to Section 220 of the Installation Manual to review the installation checklist. 

Also refer to Section 581 for exhaust system troubleshooting. 
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Slagger Blade Stoppage - Debris Related 

 
If the Slagger blade unit comes to a stop within the table bay it is usually debris related. 
The Slagger blade unit will stop if it reaches an electrical load limit due to pushing too 
much debris, debris becoming jammed between the Slagger blade unit and the table bay, 
or the blade hitting an old/abandoned cutoff floor anchor as the concrete wears. Once the 
electrical load limit has been reached the Slagger blade unit will not move in either 
direction until it is reset. If a debris related stoppage is suspected, manually clear the pile 
in front of the Slagger blade unit and check for a debris jam or an exposed old/abandoned 
floor anchor.  

 
If upon inspection the Slagger blade unit appears straight and a debris issue was found 
the stoppage was likely debris related. To reset the electrical load limit turn the 
disconnect switch at the rear electrical control panel to “OFF” and wait 30 seconds. After 
30 seconds has elapsed turn the disconnect switch back to “ON” and Slagger blade unit 
function should be restored and it can be returned to service. To minimize debris related 
stoppages all efforts should be made to reduce the number of parts, large drops, and long 
slender drops from falling through the table.  
 
If upon inspection the Slagger blade unit appears crooked the stoppage is likely 
alignment related rather than debris related; see Travel Troubleshooting—Alignment 
Related.  

 
Travel Troubleshooting—Alignment Related  
 
Under normal operating conditions the Slagger blade unit should travel straight down the table 
bay, keeping the blade parallel to the table width through the entire length. If the Slagger blade 
unit travels crooked after proper alignment, wedges to a stop, or derails completely off the gear 
rack; check for the following on the lagging side of the Slagger blade unit/table bay:  
 
1 Gear rack bent or missing teeth at any point down the entire table length.  
2 Drive gear missing teeth.  
3 Excessive clearance between the meshing teeth of the gear rack and drive gear due to 

wear or improper shimming of the driveshaft bearings.  
4 Drive gear pin attachment to driveshaft sheared.  
5 Bent driveshaft.  
 
After the cause of the misalignment has been identified and corrected a full alignment must be 
performed; see Slagger Blade Unit Removal and Alignment in the Maintenance Section.  
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